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Introduction

There is a substantial body of evidence that adversity in early life can lead to epigenetic changes
associated with increased risk for disturbances of childhood mental health, more disordered
developmental trajectories, poorer educational achievements, and lifelong risks of chronic
disorders of health and well-being.1,2,3 

This report describes evidence that the embedding of adversity-related epigenetic marks is
associated with increased susceptibility to compromised development and mental health, and
reviews recent research findings about specific disorders in both animal and human studies.4

Subject

Genes are long stretches of DNA sequence. Epigenetics processes mark or ‘tag’ genes without
modifying the underlying genetic sequence of DNA. In some cases, these epigenetics marks affect
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gene expression, the level, timing and place where a gene product is expressed during
development. Adverse environments of poverty, neglect and trauma affect the expression of
genes involved in the development and regulation of the nervous system in children, which in turn
guide brain development, calibrate stress responses and influence lifelong risk of developing
mental illnesses and other challenges. Similarly, positive early environments of nurturance, care
and stability can affect gene expression, leading to decreased risk for mental health issues and
optimized brain preparation for learning and normal social and emotional development. 

Problem

Some children show immediate and long-term deficits in health and development in response to
adverse environmental conditions, while others thrive and survive without negative
consequences.4,5 By understanding how genes and the environment interact, it may be possible to
identify children at risk and prevent or even reverse negative outcomes through positive
environmental interventions or novel drug therapies. 

Research Context

Research is shedding light on how individual differences in epigenetic susceptibility relate to how
children are affected by harmful stress. Understanding these differences may explain stress-
related disorders, shed light on sources of personal resilience and vulnerability and help explain
why health issues do not affect all people. 

Recent Research Results

Experimental animal studies and human observational studies have found reliable relationships
between conditions of early adversity and epigenetic changes to genes associated with stress
responses, immunity and the development of mental disorders.6 

Experimental animal study findings

In a set of transformative studies, researchers used naturally occurring differences in mother rats
to illustrate the effect of early maternal care on genes that determine stress responses in their
pups. There are two kinds of mother rats: those that lick and groom their pups a lot; and those
that do not. In the studies, pups that received lower levels of licking and grooming showed:
decreased expression of the genes responsible for regulating stress; increased activity of the gene
that controls release of the stress hormone cortisol; and greater activation of the hypothalamic-
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pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, a complex network of interactions between endocrine glands that
produce hormones that regulate stress, mood, sexuality, digestion, the immune system and
energy storage.7,8 

Other rodent studies have shown a variety of relationships between early exposures to
deprivation, maltreatment and adversity, epigenetic modifications and the development of
psychological impairment. In one study, early infant maltreatment was linked to decreased
expression of the genes responsible for regulating serotonin, the neurotransmitter that maintains
mood balance.9 In another study, chronic, variable stress during the first trimester of pregnancy in
mother rats resulted in heightened expression of stress hormones and increased “depressive”
behaviour in their babies, associations that were offset in part by sex-specific differences in
epigenetic processes in specific genes.10 Researchers have also conducted experiments where
various epigenetic processes affected the effects of early life stress on adult neurodevelopment in
rats.11 

In non-human primate studies, there is additional evidence of epigenetic modifications in
situations of early social adversity. In studies of rhesus macaques, social dominance rankings and
rearing conditions were associated with different levels of epigenetic marking in prefrontal cortical
neurons (nerve cells in the part of the brain responsible for emotions and judgment) and T
lymphocytes (a type of white blood cell involved with immunity).12,13 Another group of researchers
found that infant macaques raised by peers showed increased gene expression for inflammatory
processes and suppression of genes involved with antimicrobial defenses.14 Finally, in a study of
bonnet macaques, youngsters that were randomly assigned to an early, stressful condition for
finding food showed greater behavioural stress and enhanced epigenetic modifications in the
serotonin transporter gene (the gene that regulates the movement of serotonin, a brain chemical
responsible for regulating many body processes, including memory, learning, appetite and mood)
and across their whole genomes.15

Observational human study findings 

In an early observational example, children whose parents were exposed to famine and adversity
during the Dutch Winter Hunger of 1944-45 showed a decreased activation of IGF2, the insulin-like
growth factor II gene, which has an important role in growth and development.16 These children
had a notably higher risk for metabolic diseases later in life.17
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Multiple other studies have found heightened, adversity-related epigenetic changes in children.
Institutionalized children ages 7-10 years showed whole genome changes compared to children
raised by parents.18 Infants born to mothers with high levels of depressive symptoms during the
third trimester of pregnancy showed increased epigenetic marking of NR3C1, an important
glucocorticoid receptor (GR) gene related to development, metabolism and immune response.19

Adolescents whose mothers had been exposed to intimate partner violence during pregnancy
showed epigenetic modifications in leukocytes, the white blood cells that fight diseases.20 Early
adolescents who had been physically abused showed increased epigenetic marking of the GR
gene compared to peer controls.21 Similar evidence of epigenetic modifications has been found in
studies of brain tissue from suicide victims with a history of child abuse.22,23 Bullied monozygotic
twins showed more extensive epigenetic marking on the serotonin transporter gene compared to
their non-bullied co-twins.24 Finally, other studies have reported that parental loss, maltreatment,
and impaired parental care were associated with epigenetic marking of GR.25 

Evidence from a variety of studies suggests that underlying epigenetic modifications drive many
changes in brain circuitry. Stress-related psychiatric conditions, such as suicidal ideation and
attempts,26 depression,27 post-traumatic stress disorder,28 schizophrenia29 and brain changes due to
psychoactive and antipsychotic drugs have been noted to induce epigenetic changes.27 Genome-
wide observational research has detected long-term associations between childhood disadvantage
and genome-wide epigenetic marking in mid-life, between parental stress in infancy and increased
epigenetic marking in adolescence, and between early socioeconomic status and elevated
transcription of genes responsible for immune responses.30,31,32,33

Individual variation in epigenetic susceptibility 

A substantial body of recent research shows that there is a subset of fragile children, called
‘orchid children,’ who are more sensitive to both negative and positive environmental factors than
their more resilient counterparts, called ‘dandelion children.34,35,36,37 Orchid children show either the
most maladaptive or the most positive outcomes, depending on the character of their social
environments. In negative environments, orchid children have a heightened risk for
developmental disorders, but in positive, supportive environments, they can thrive impressively
and outperform less-susceptible peers. Dandelion children, on the other hand, are hardy and
thrive in any situation, but do not ‘bloom’ as beautifully as orchid children. 

Research Gaps
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While there are a growing number of experimental animal studies and observational human
studies showing heightened epigenetic marking when adversity is present in early developmental
stages, the findings are not uniform and often, the differences are quite modest. Some findings
seem to contradict others, and this might be due to confounding factors, such as the proportions
of different cell types measured in peripheral blood on which the epigenetic analysis is performed.
38 

Adversity-related epigenetic modification may actually be highly specific and depend on the type
and timing of the adversity.39 Further, an important question is whether epigenetic modifications
are acquired as a consequence of early environmental conditions or linked to underlying
susceptibilities. Furthermore, human studies are correlational and don’t reflect a causal
relationship between adversity, epigenetic marks and behavioural and health outcomes. Future
studies that address causation in animal models and humans are required. 

Conclusions

There is increasing evidence that adverse conditions in early childhood affect the number and
placement of epigenetic marks on the DNA sequence. The developmental and health effects of
early exposures to adversity and stress are socioeconomically partitioned, with children from the
lower ranks of social class sustaining greater and more severe threats to normative development.
Epigenetic processes that affect gene expression almost certainly have an impact on adversity-
related, maladaptive outcomes. 

Implications

Adverse early childhood experiences can leave lasting marks on genes that are involved with
stress responses, immunity and mental health, underscoring the importance of creating an
optimal early childhood environment for each and every child. 
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